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The purpose of this paper is to discuss how to model and analyze signaling pathways
by using Petri net. Firstly, we propose a modeling method based on Petri net by pay-
ing attention to the molecular interactions and mechanisms. Then, we introduce a new
notion “activation transduction component” in order to describe an enzymic activation
process of reactions in signaling pathways and shows its correspondence to a so-called
elementary T-invariant in the Petri net models. Further, we design an algorithm to
effectively find basic enzymic activation processes by obtaining a series of elementary
T-invariants in the Petri net models. Finally, we demonstrate how our method is practi-
cally used in modeling and analyzing signaling pathway mediated by thrombopoietin as
an example.

Keywords: Signaling pathway; Petri net; elementary T-invariant; enzymic activation
process; activation transduction component.
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1. Introduction

Cellular activities are precisely maintained in good condition including various bio-
chemical interactions and processes, such as signaling pathways, metabolic path-
ways, and gene regulatory networks. So far, signaling pathways have been widely
studied in cell biology. They are information cascades of enzyme reactions from
transmembrane receptors to the nucleus DNA, which ultimately regulate intracel-
lular responses. Till now, the modeling and analysis of biological networks have
been investigated from quantitative and qualitative aspects by using various types
of Petri nets: low level Petri nets,1–3 stochastic Petri nets,4 hybrid Petri nets,5,6 col-
ored Petri nets,7–9 functional Petri nets,10 and so on. By using qualitative method,
researchers could gain lots of important insights into the behaviors of the models at
a relatively low cost in terms of effort and computational time, even without quan-
titative data. The qualitative analysis for even large scale and complex biological
networks can be handled with the intuitive structural and behavioral properties
defined by Petri nets.

Many studies1,2,5,7,9–12 on modeling and analyzing metabolic pathways using
Petri net have been developed from the first paper by Reddy et al.2 in 1993.
Among them, functional Petri nets were used to calculate dynamic biocatalytic
processes of metabolic pathways with functions for specifying the arc-weights.10

However, there have been no attempts yet to simulate signaling pathways by
functional Petri nets, since the signaling pathways are generally more complex.
Accordingly, a bit of investigation focusing on these structural properties but
not dynamic behaviors of signaling pathways have been provided. Heiner et al.3

have proposed a method for developing and analyzing models of biological path-
ways in a systematic manner by calculating T-invariants to obtain all paths in
signaling pathways. However, some modeling inconsistencies are noticed in the
Petri net example shown; further the analysis method is not sufficient to dis-
cuss the general systematic behavior since they did not consider the effect of
enzymes. Therefore, we propose a new Petri net based method to consistently
model and analyze a signaling pathway with a focus on enzymes by which all
the chains consisting of enzymic activation processes in signaling pathways can be
provided.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we present a brief introduction of
elementary flux modes into metabolic pathways that are known to correspond to
elementary T-invariants of Petri net. Then, we propose a modeling method based
on Petri net by taking notice of molecular interactions and mechanisms. Further, we
introduce a new notion “activation transduction component” to express an enzymic
activation process that has an elementary T-invariant in Petri net model as a coun-
terpart. In the next section we design an algorithm to find such basic systematic
components of signaling pathways by calculating a series of elementary T-invariants.
In the final section, an application of proposed method is given with the example
of thrombopoietin (TPO) signaling pathways.
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2. Elementary Flux Mode and Elementary T-Invariant

Ideas to use Petri nets for modeling and analyzing metabolic pathways have
been popular from the quantitative and qualitative points of view. A Petri net
is a bipartite graph with two different types of vertices: places and transitions,
which have the metabolites and reactions as counterparts respectively in metabolic
pathways.

So far, besides the attempts to represent systems of metabolic pathways by set-
ting up differential equations to investigate dynamics of concentration change in
metabolites, the modeling using linear algebraic equations has also been launched
under the assumption that the metabolites have reached a dynamic concentration
equilibrium (steady state) due to the augmentation of the number of speed parame-
ters. Schuster et al.13 ,14 have proposed a concept of elementary flux mode (elemen-
tary mode or EM for short) developed from convex analysis to accurately reflect
complete behaviors of a metabolic pathway with a set of linear paths. Elementary
modes, which were defined as a minimal set of enzymes that could operate at steady
state with all irreversible reactions proceeding in the appropriate direction, provide
a mathematical tool to define and describe all metabolic routes. That is, for ele-
mentary modes, any disturbance to one enzyme belonging to this minimal set will
result in a cessation of any flowing and a disruption of a dynamic concentration
equilibrium of metabolites in the system.13,14

It is interesting to note that elementary flux modes corresponds to elementary
T-invariants of Petri net.11,12 In Ref. 9, elementary T-invariants are calculated
from Petri nets that model glycolytic pathway and pentose phosphate pathway
with showing the process to discover elementary modes.

As for intracellular interaction pathways, there also exist signaling pathways
besides metabolic pathways. We have known that metabolic pathways can be
described by elementary modes. In next section, we will inquire the characteris-
tic behaviors of signaling pathways by elementary T-invariants.

3. A Petri Net Based Model for Signaling Pathways

Here, a new modeling method for signaling pathways is proposed on account of
potential advantages of Petri net whose representation is easy to understand due to
its graphical and precise nature. The aims of the modeling by Petri net for signaling
pathways are: (i) to make the biologists intuitively understand the intrinsic struc-
ture and features of signaling pathways, and (ii) to make it possible to mechanically
model larger and more complicated signaling pathway networks.

3.1. Basic definitions

In this subsection, we only give the necessary definitions used in this paper. For
detailed definitions of Petri net, refer to Ref. 15. The followings are the mathematic
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definitions for Petri nets as described below:

[Definition 1] A Petri net is denoted as PN = (T, P, E, α, β) that is a bipartite
graph,15 where E = E+ ∪ E− and

T : a set of transitions {t1, t2, · · · , t|T |}
P : a set of places {p1, p2, · · · , p|P |}
E+: a set of arcs from transitions to places e = (t, p)
E−: a set of arcs from places to transitions e = (p, t)
α: α(e) is the weight of arc e = (p, t)
β: β(e) is the weight of arc e = (t, p).

[Definition 2] Let PN be a Petri net.

(1) ◦t (or t◦) is a set of the input (or output) places of t and called the pre-set (or
post-set) of transition t.

(2) The structure of PN can be represented by a matrix, called place–transition
incidence matrix (incidence matrix for short) and denoted by C = C+−C−,
where

C+(i, j) =

{
β(e) if e = (tj , pi) ∈ E+

0 otherwise;

C−(i, j) =

{
α(e) if e = (pi, tj) ∈ E−

0 otherwise.

(3) Token distribution to places is called marking and expressed by
M = (m1, m2, · · · , m|P |)t, where, mi is the number of tokens at pi.

(4) A transition sequence σ = t1t2 · · · tk is called firing sequence from MI to MF , if
the firing simulation of σ on MI can be carried out all the way to the last element
of σ, which leads to the marking MF . The marking transition is expressed by
MI [σ 〉MF and the firing numbers of all the transitions are expressed by a
firing count vector J = (j1, j2, · · · , j|T |)t. The relationship among C, J , MI and
MF can be expressed by MF = MI +CJ .

[Definition 3] Let PN and C be a Petri net and its incidence matrix, respectively.

(1) A non-negative integer vector J satisfying CJ = 0 is called T-invariant and
the set of transitions TJ = {ti ∈ T |ji �= 0} is called the support of J .

(2) For a T-invariant J with the support TJ , if there exists no such T-invariant
J ′ whose support TJ′ satisfies TJ′ ⊂ TJ , then TJ is called minimum support.
Further for a T-invariant J with minimum support TJ , if all the values {ji|ti ∈
TJ} have no common divisor then J is called elementary T-invariant.

(3) A subnet NJ is called “generated by a set of transition TJ” if NJ is such a
subnet that NJ is composed of all the transitions t included in TJ and all the
places included in the pre-set and post-set of any t ∈ TJ .
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(4) An inhibitor arc ei represents inhibitor function which is depicted as a line with
a hollow circle at the end where the arrowhead normally appears. An inhibitor
arc disables a transition to fire if the upstream place is occupied by a token,
but does not consume the token.

As defined above, a T-invariant is a non-negative integer vector that returns a
Petri net’s marking to its initial marking. That is, a T-invariant is a firing sequence
of transitions that expresses a periodic behavior of a Petri net and an elementary
T-invariant expresses such a minimum periodic behavior that can not be divided
furthermore.

3.2. Modeling rules

In the following, we give the modeling rules for signaling pathways based on Petri
net representation.

(1) Places denote static elements including chemical compounds, conditions, states,
substances, and cellular organelles participating in the biological pathways.
Tokens indicate the presence of these elements. The number of tokens is given
to represent the amount of chemical substances. Current assignment of tokens
to the places are expressed in form of a vector, namely a marking as defined
above.

(2) Transitions denote active elements including chemical reactions, events, actions,
conversions, and catalyzed reactions. A transition fires by taking off tokens from
its individual input places and creating new tokens that are distributed to its
output places if its input places has at least as many tokens in it as arc weight
from the place to the transition.

(3) Directed arcs connecting the places and the transitions represent the relations
between corresponding static elements and active elements. Arc weights α and β

(defined in Definition 1) describe the quantities of substances required before
and after reaction, respectively. Especially in case of modeling a chemical reac-
tion, arc weights represent quantities given by stoichiometric equations of the
reaction itself. Note that, weight of an arc is omitted if the weight is 1.

(4) Since an enzyme itself plays a role of catalyzer in biological pathways and there
occurs no consumption in biochemical reactions, an enzyme is exceptionally
modeled in Definition 4 below.

(5) An inhibition function in biological pathways is modeled by an inhibitor arc.

Generally in Petri net theory, weights of arcs are supposed to be positive integer;
however, in this paper, we assume weights of all arcs could be positive rational
in representing degradation of compounds. All rational could be multiplied by a
common denominator to obtain integers when analyzing signaling pathways to be
shown in Sec. 5. Note that, using rational arc-weights involves taking risks of high
computational costs and computational overflow.
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pi

ts

tp td

Fig. 1. An enzyme place in Petri net model.

[Definition 4] An enzyme in a biological pathway is modeled by a place, called
enzyme place, as shown in Fig. 1.

(1) Enzyme place pi has a self-loop with same weight connected from and to ts.
Once an enzyme place is occupied by a token, the token will return to the place
again to keep the firable state, if the transition ts is fired.

(2) Let tp and td denote a token provider of pi and a sink output transition of pi,
respectively, where the firing of tp represents an enzyme activation reaction and
the firing of td implies an extremely small natural degradation in a biological
pathway. pi holds up token(s) after firing transition tp and the weights of the
arcs satisfy α(pi, td)�α(pi, ts).

Numerous reaction types of molecular interaction mechanisms have been
described by Petri net model,16 which suffices to give the description of the
metabolic pathway presently.2 For signaling pathways, it has been pointed out that
the additional information among the molecular interactions also should be extraor-
dinarily distinguished according to different types of interactions.17 To explicitly
understand the structural complicated signaling pathways, the modeling of each
essential molecular interaction by using Petri net is the first step in modeling the
network of signaling pathways as a qualitative event system. Emphasizing a focus
on possible molecular interactions as long as we have known, we summarize various
molecular interactions of signaling pathways (left side of dashed line) and their cor-
responding Petri net model (right side of dashed line) in Fig. 2. Both of them in a
reaction type are described as a “block” labeled with roman numeral in this paper.
Since the majority of molecular interactions can be naturally and directly modeled
(refer to Fig. 2), we describe the rest interactions and corresponding model in the
following:

IV. Generally, continued activated ligand-receptor complex regulates varied major-
ity of cellular pathways transmitting the signals within the cell. Few methods
using Petri nets have been proposed to model such activated complex place
possessing more than one transition that can trigger down-stream signaling
pathways.3 Their methods are easily understood, but have some problems that,
if the transition of such place fires to remove the token(s) in shared input place
at one time epoch, it will disable rest transitions simultaneously although the
token will return back the same input via a self-loop. Hence, we need a more
appropriate model to express this system’s behavior. Our basic consideration
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Fig. 2. Petri net models of various reaction types in signaling pathways. I: The transition is
unfirable in the absence of place of ligand although receptors exist; X is the opposite of I. II:
phosphorylation is a reaction to add a phosphate (PO4) group to a protein or a small molecule and
dephosphorylation that is the backward reaction of phosphorylation removing phosphate groups
from a compound by hydrolysis. III: autophosphorylation is a transphosphorylation reaction fre-
quently following the binding of a ligand to a receptor with intrinsic protein kinase activity. V:
gathering action by adaptor protein is distinguished from association reaction; the main partici-
pator adaptor protein is an accessory protein to main proteins. These proteins lack the intrinsic
enzymic activity themselves but instead mediate specific protein-protein interactions driving the
formation of protein complexes. VI: in chemical reactions, the conversion of substances to prod-
ucts ordinarily modeled as input places to output places, both belonging to the same transition.
VII: a substance is modeled as an input place connected with a 2-weighted arc. It is easy to

expand the conception to model the formation of multimer holding n-weight such as trimer and
a tetramer. For the underpart Petri net model of X, it is the opposite consideration of modeling
homodimerization reactions. VIII: a transition is modeled to indicate the movement action of
substances before and after. XI: substrates of enzymic reactions are catalyzed to products by
enzymes modeled to enzyme places, whereas the reactions are modeled to a transition. XII: a
source transition denotes an activity that substances take part in respective reactions, whereas a
sink transition denotes an extremely small natural degradation of substances.
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is that, if there is plurality of successive signaling pathways depending on dis-
tinct active site(s) (subunits) of activated complex, all the active site(s) shall
be regarded as complex component(s) C1, · · · ,Cn(n≥ 1) as shown in block IV.

IX. Intracellular signal pathways are largely carried out by second messenger
molecules. Ca2+ acts as a second messenger molecule to carry out large intracel-
lular signal inside the cell. Usually the concentration of free Ca2+ within the cell
is very low; it is stored inside of organelles, mostly the endoplasmic reticulum.
To become active, Ca2+ has to be released from the organelles into the cytosol.
Two transitions to and tc are introduced to denote channel activity of “open”
and “close,” respectively. to is enabled when input place holds up token(s) after
the association of organelles and substances, whereas tc is enabled as long as
some stop mechanisms shutoff the channel.

4. Characterizing Signaling Pathways

4.1. Signal propagation of signaling pathways

A signaling pathway is a set of chains of intracellular signaling events which starts
by attaching ligands at receptors and ends by altering target proteins, which are
responsible for modifying the behaviors of a cell. These signaling events are medi-
ated by intracellular signaling proteins (enzymes as usual) that relay the signal into
the cell by activating the next enzyme from inactive state to active state on receipt
of signal in the chain.

Many of the enzymes controlled by reactions such as phosphorylation are
enzymes themselves. In the enzymic cascades, an enzyme activated by phosphory-
lation phosphorylates the next enzyme in sequence. That is, the signal in signaling
pathways propagates itself in the form of a series of chains consisting of sequen-
tial enzymic activation processes where a certain protein changes from “inactivate”
state to “activate” state depending on the function of an upstream enzyme. There-
fore, it is important to inquire into the behaviors of sequential enzymic activation
processes of signaling pathways.

4.2. Activation transduction component and elementary

T-invariant

We call a set of reactions and related substances that make an enzyme active as
activation transduction component. Figure 3(a) shows an activation transduction
component of Ras activity regulation mechanism for enzyme Ras-GTP. Modeling
this activation transduction component according to our modeling rules, it is clear
that the activation transduction component corresponds to a subnet in which there
is a T-invariant.

As we have mentioned, T-invariant is expressed by a vector and if each transition
fires as many times as the vector indicates, the initial marking will be restored. In
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Fig. 3. The association between activation transduction component and elementary T-invariant
with mapping a pathway to a Petri net model. (a) Activation transduction component of Ras
activity regulation mechanism. (b) A Petri net model of (a) corresponding to a subnet of an
elementary T-invariant.

Petri net modeled systems, a periodic behavior is represented by a T-invariant J

and the corresponding net is such one NJ generated by TJ . This net NJ has such
features that (i) before and after any firing sequence corresponding to a T-invariant,
the tokens on each place in NJ are kept constant, and (ii) all the transitions in NJ

take part in the firing sequence. An elementary T-invariant expresses fundamental
periodic behaviors and is a T-invariant that cannot be decomposed by nonnegative
rational linear combination of the other T-invariants.

In Fig. 3, the Petri net model is exactly a corresponding net of an elementary T-
invariant. This is because (1) an activation transduction component always behaves
periodically in order to transmit the signals from the precedent steps to the next
as long as tokens on the enzyme place exists and during its process, no token will
decrease or increase on any places, and (2) it has no any other behavior except
(1), i.e. an activation transduction component cannot be decomposed furthermore.
Therefore, we can treat activation transduction components as corresponding nets
of elementary T-invariants.

5. Algorithm to Find Activation Transduction Components

In this section, we show an algorithm to give relations among activation transduc-
tion components in signaling pathways in order to clarify how enzymic activation
processes occur.

In a Petri net with inhibitor arcs, tokens in the place connected with an inhibitor
arc never vary with the firing of the transition connected with the inhibitor arc,
and thus we can simply delete the inhibitor arc. Therefore, in our algorithm Petri
nets are supposed to have no inhibitor arcs.

We show an algorithm to identify a series of chains consisting of sequential
activation transduction components by finding a series of elementary T-invariants
from sink transition(s) except the sink transitions of enzyme places. Computation
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of elementary T-invariants has been studied for decades. Linear programming tech-
nique has been taken into account in computing some elementary T-invariants.18

Based on this, an approach has been done trying to obtain all the elementary
T-invariants.19 An algorithm by repeating pivoting operations has been proposed
by Avis et al.20 Fourier-Motzkin method21 and its improved method22 are also
well-known. In this paper, we adopt the method of Ge et al.23 to compute all
the elementary T-invariants of a Petri net by applying Linear Programming (LP)
technique. In Ref. 23, Ge et al. have proposed an efficient method to generate all
the elementary T-invariants by applying LP technique. They have proposed an
algorithm �Searching Basic-Feasible Solution with xs>0� to search all the
elementary T-invariants in each of which the element xs related to transition ts
is always non-zero. Note that the term of basic-feasible solution of LP is a basic
solution that satisfies all the constraints. For the details of this algorithm, the
readers are suggested to refer to Ref. 23. In the following, incidence matrix C of
PN is supposed to be rewritten as C←C∗ 1

α(pi,td) in order to compute elementary
T-invariants, where α(pi, td)�1.

�Searching Activation Transduction Components�

1◦ Let PN be a given Petri net, and Ls be a list of sink transitions (except sink
output transitions of enzyme places) in PN . Do SNJ←φ, Tsink←{t|t∈Ls},
Tgen←φ and initialize FIFO queue Q←φ.

2◦ If Q �= φ, pull a subnet NJi from Q and do the followings:
(i) let Pe and Te be a set of enzyme places in NJi and a set of transitions
providing tokens to the places of Pe, respectively;
(ii) let Le be a list of transitions in Te−Tgen, and do Ls←Ls·Le, Tgen←Tgen ∪Te

and PROV (NJi) = {t|t∈Te}.
3◦ If Ls = φ go to 4◦, otherwise take out a transition t from the beginning of Ls

and do gen(t)←φ. Obtain all the elementary T-invariants {Ji} with Ji(t) > 0
by applying �Searching Basic-Feasible Solution with xs > 0�23. For
each Ji, do the followings:
(i) obtain its corresponding subnet NJi (generated by the support TJi of Ji);
(ii) do gen(t)←gen(t) ∪ {NJi};
(iii) if NJi /∈ SNJ is satisfied, then SNJ←SNJ ∪ {NJi} and push NJi to Q.

4◦ If Q = φ then output Tgen, Tsink, gen(t) for t ∈ Tgen ∪ Tsink and PROV (NJi)
for NJi ∈ SNJ , and stop; otherwise go to 2◦.

In step 1◦ of the above algorithm, we mainly construct a transition list Ls to be
used to search subnet chains (the sequential activation transduction components)
from the bottom of the Petri net model, where SNJ denotes a set of subnets to
be generated, and Tgen and Tsink denote the transitions that induce generation
of these subnets. In 2◦, for an obtained subnet NJi , we find the transitions Te
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that provide tokens to the enzyme places in it, where Le is used to update Ls

and is so constructed as to avoid repeated appearance in Ls, and PROV (NJi)
expresses the set of transitions that provide tokens to its enzyme places. In 3◦,
we compute all the elementary T-invariants that are determined by a transition t

taken out from Ls and get all the corresponding subnets, where gen(t) indicates the
subnets derived from the transition t, SNJ is updated by all the obtained subnets.
Q is so updated that the subnets pushed to it cannot appear more than once.
It is not difficult to confirm that the time complexity to perform the algorithm is
O((|Tgen|+|Tsink|)(Km|T ||P |2+LPs)), where Km = max{|gen(t)| |t ∈ Tgen∪Tsink}
and LPs is the time complexity of linear programming.

By applying the following operations to the result of algorithm �Searching
Activation Transduction Components�, gen(t) and PROV (NJi), we can
schematize the connection relations between the subnets that correspond to acti-
vation transduction components in signaling pathways.

(1) Do Ts←Tsink. For each t ∈ Ts, do SN←gen(t) and draw arrows from all subnets
in SN to t. Do Ts←φ.

(2) For each subnet N∈SN , do the followings:
(i) do T ′

s←PROV (N), Ts←Ts ∪ T ′
s;

(ii) for each t ∈ T ′
s, draw arrows from t to N .

(3) Do SN←φ. For each t∈Ts, do the followings:
(i) do SN ′←gen(t) and SN←SN ∪ SN ′;
(ii) for each N ∈ SN ′, draw arrows from N to t.

(4) Do Ts←φ. If SN �= φ goto (2); otherwise stop.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of connection relations among subnets by doing
the above operations. Note that, hollow rectangle transitions denote the transitions
in Tsink and Tgen to show the relationship between transitions and subnets.

t 2

t

N 1

gen(t)  

t 1

N 2

Tsink

PROV(N1) Tgen

Fig. 4. An example of connection relations among subnets.
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6. An Example

In this section, we give an example to demonstrate our modeling and analyzing
method. The example is the signaling pathway mediated by TPO that is a cytokine
regulating hematogenesis and production of hematoblast. TPO signals its growth
regulating effects to the cell through several major pathways including JAK/Stat,
MAPK as shown in Fig. 5.24–26

(1) Tyrosine phosphorylation of Jak2 in membrane proximal domain of TPO recep-
tor activates JAK/Stat pathways consisting of the activation of STATs, STATs’
homo- and hetero- dimerization, translocating to nucleus, where they modulate
expression of target genes.

(2) Ras-MAPK pathways are activated by recruiting Shc in a membrane distal
domain of TPO receptor. Grb2 is activated as an adaptor protein by bind-
ing to Shc and triggers subsequent activations of Sos, Ras, Raf-1, MEK, ERK,
and RSK. Activated RSK translocates to nucleus and activates CREB that will
bind to specific area of DNA to promote the transcription of genes.

We model the TPO signaling pathway to a Petri net model as shown in Fig. 6
based on the modeling rules, whose incidence matrix C is rewritten to an integer
matrix as follows:

C =




−2 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
0 2 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 0 · · · −2 2
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 −2




Note that, α(pi, td) of the example is set to 0.5. In the following, we demonstrate
how the algorithm is carried out.

First, we do step 1◦, i.e. Ls←t20·t39·t95, SNJ←φ, Tsink←{t20, t39, t95}, Tgen←φ

and Q←φ. Then do 2◦, Q = φ does not satisfy the condition Q �= φ and goto 3◦. Do
3◦, since Ls �= φ is not satisfied, take out a transition t = t20 from the beginning of
Ls. Then do gen(t20)←φ and CJi = 0 with Ji(t20) > 0 by applying �Searching
Basic-Feasible Solution with xs > 0�,




−2 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
0 2 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 0 · · · −2 2
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 −2







x1

x2

x3

...
x93

x94

x95




=




0
...
0




x1, x2, . . . , x94, x95 ≥ 0.
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     (b) complex of STAT5b homodimer binding to CrkL
     (c) complex of STAT5a/b heterodimer binding to CrkL

X: unkown reponsive element of the DNA

Fig. 5. TPO signaling pathway. The parts B1, B2, and B3 surrounded by dashed lines are the three
reaction examples, reactions of association, homodimerization and enzymic activation, which are
the blocks I, VII, and XI of Fig. 2, respectively. Corresponding Petri net models of B1, B2, and
B3 are given in Fig. 6 by the dashed-line-surrounded parts B′

1, B′
2, and B′

3, respectively.

and obtain the elementary T-invariants {J1, J2, J3} as shown in Fig. 7. The table
in Fig. 7 summarizes all elementary T-invariants of Petri net in Fig. 6, in which we
only show the non-zero transitions due to the space limitation. For each elementary
T-invariant, do the followings (here, we only explain the case of J1): (i) obtain cor-
responding subnet NJ1 ; (ii) do gen(t20)←{NJ1}; (iii) since NJ1 /∈ SNJ is satisfied,
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Fig. 6. Petri net model of the TPO signaling pathway shown in Fig. 5. Parts B′
1, B′

2, and B′
3

correspond to B1, B2, and B3 of Fig. 5, respectively. B′
2 reflects the complex formation of STAT1

making a homodimer from two monomers, and so the arc-weight is set to 2.
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Fig. 7. All elementary T-invariants of the Petri net in Fig. 6.

do SNJ←{NJ1} and push NJ1 to Q. In 4◦, Q �= φ does not satisfy Q = φ and
go to 2◦.

In 2◦, since Q �= φ satisfies the condition, pull a subnet NJ1 from Q and do
the followings: (i) Pe←{p11}, Te←{t11}; (ii) do Ls←t39·t95·t11, Tgen←{t11} and
PROV (NJ1) = {t11}. Do 3◦, since Ls = φ is not satisfied, take out t = t39 from
Ls and do gen(t39)←φ. Obtain all the elementary T-invariants {J4, J5, J6, J7},
corresponding subnets {NJ4 , NJ5 , NJ6 , NJ7}, gen(t39)←{NJ4, NJ5 , NJ6 , NJ7} and
SNJ←{NJ1, NJ2 , NJ3} ∪ {NJ4 , NJ5 , NJ6, NJ7}. Push NJ4 , NJ5, NJ6 , NJ7 to Q
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Table 1. The results Tsink , Tgen, gen(t), and PROV (NJi
) by

performing proposed algorithm.

Tgen {t7, t11, t59, t62, t65, t71, t76, t79, t82, t85, t88}
Tsink {t20, t39, t95}
gen(t7) {NJ11} PROV (NJ1 ) {t11}
gen(t11) {NJ9} PROV (NJ2 ) {t11}
gen(t20) {NJ1 , NJ2 , NJ3} PROV (NJ3 ) {t11}
gen(t39) {NJ4 , NJ5 , NJ6 , NJ7} PROV (NJ4 ) {t11}
gen(t59) {NJ19} PROV (NJ5 ) {t11}
gen(t62) {NJ18} PROV (NJ6 ) {t11}
gen(t65) {NJ16} PROV (NJ7 ) {t11}
gen(t71) {NJ17} PROV (NJ8 ) {t88}
gen(t76) {NJ15} PROV (NJ9 ) {t7}
gen(t79) {NJ14} PROV (NJ10 ) {t85}
gen(t82) {NJ13} PROV (NJ11 ) {φ}
gen(t85) {NJ12} PROV (NJ12 ) {t82}
gen(t88) {NJ10} PROV (NJ13 ) {t79}
gen(t95) {NJ8} PROV (NJ14 ) {t76}

PROV (NJ15 ) {t65, t71}
PROV (NJ16 ) {t62}
PROV (NJ17 ) {φ}
PROV (NJ18 ) {t59}
PROV (NJ19 ) {t7}

sequentially. In 4◦, Q �= φ does not satisfy Q = φ and go to 2◦. In this way, do the
steps sequentially until Q = φ, then output Tgen, Tsink, gen(t) for t ∈ Tgen ∪ Tsink

and PROV (NJi) for NJi ∈SNJ , and stop the algorithm. All the output of algo-
rithm are shown in Table 1, and Fig. 8 shows all the subnets of Petri net model in
Fig. 6.

By applying the operations proposed above to the results Tgen, Tsink,
gen(t), and PROV (NJi) of algorithm �Searching Activation Transduction
Components�, we can draw corresponding arcs between subnets and transitions
of Tsink and Tgen. And finally schematize the connection relations between all the
subnets that correspond to activation transduction components in signaling path-
ways as shown Fig. 9, in which there are 19 subnets {NJ1, NJ2 , · · · ,NJ18 , NJ19}
obtained from elementary T-invariants shown in Fig. 7.

Based on connection relations, each chain consisting of enzymic activation pro-
cesses can be traced from the source subnets on the right side in Fig. 9, e.g. search-
ing from the top subnet NJ11 , the transition t7 in NJ11 fires to provide tokens to
the subnet NJ9 and NJ19 , and the ligand-receptor complex (Compll for short) is
activated. Once the enzyme of Compll is activate, the enzyme Shc in NJ19 will be
activated continuously by the firing of transition t59 to provide tokens to the subnet
NJ18 . Activated enzyme Shc induces the activations of Shc/Grb2, Sos, Ras, Raf-1,

MEK, ERK, RSK and CREB in turn by firing corresponding transitions to provide
tokens to the subnets. In this way, the chains of enzymic activation processes from
the extracellular stimulus to the DNA nucleus can be obtained.
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Fig. 8. All subnets obtained from elementary T-invariants as shown in Fig. 7 of Petri net model.
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Fig. 9. Connection relations between all the subnets corresponding to activation transduction
components in TPO signaling pathways.

7. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed a methodology to model and analyze signaling pathways by
using Petri net. We have first given a modeling method based on Petri net by
taking notice on the molecular interactions and mechanisms. Then we have intro-
duced a new notion “activation transduction component” in order to describe an
enzymic activation process of reactions in signaling pathways and shows its corre-
spondence to a so-called elementary T-invariant in the Petri net model. Further, we
have designed an algorithm to effectively find basic enzymic activation processes by
obtaining a series of elementary T-invariants in the Petri net models. The obtained
results from the algorithm are used to schematize the connection relations between
the subnets that correspond to activation transduction components in signaling
pathways. Finally, we have demonstrated how our method is practically used in
modeling and analyzing signaling pathway mediated by TPO signaling pathway as
an example. The main contributions are that:

(1) signaling pathways can be described consistently with the Petri net models of
molecular interactions in Fig. 2, which enables biologists to intuitively under-
stand the intrinsic structure and features of signaling pathways;

(2) the key enzymic activation processes in signaling pathways can be explicitly
expressed by the graph obtained from our algorithm as shown in Fig. 9, which
gives us a new insight into the architecture of signaling pathways to grasp their
structural and behavioral properties.

In the future works, we will aim to: (i) improve our algorithm to analyze Petri
net models including inhibitor arcs; and (ii) develop our current method further to
analyze more complicated models and investigate the related properties.
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Appendix: Abbreviations

CREB: cAMP response element-binding protein
CrkL: Crk (CT10-regulated kinase)-like protein
ERK: extracellular signal-regulated kinase
Grb2: growth factor receptor binding protein 2
hSIE: human sis-inducible element
Jak: Janus kinase
MEK: MAPK/ERK kinase
Mpl: myeloproliferative leukemia protein
Raf-1: v-raf-1 murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1
Ras: v-Ha-ras Harvey rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog
RSK: 90-kDa ribosomal S6 kinase
S5RE: STAT5 responsive element
Shc: Src-homology collagen protein
Sos: Son of sevenless
STAT: signal transducers and activators of transcription
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